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FENDER®, STRATOCASTER®, STRAT®, TELECASTER®, TELE®, PRECISION BASS®,
P BASS®, Jazz Bass®, J Bass® , Nocaster® and the distinctive headstock designs
commonly found on these guitars are registered trademarks of Fender Musical
Instruments Corporation. All rights reserved. The following trademarks are the
property of their respective owners: TV Jones®; Schaller®; Seymour Duncan®, Bill
Lawrence®, Evidence Audio™, Sperzel®, Gotoh®, Hot Rails™, and Thomastik-Infeld®.
Every product is made with pride and care–and is backed by a product-specific
warranty. Consult your local retailer, distributor, or the Fender Web site
(www.fender.com) for details. Prices, features and specifications are subject to
change without notice.
©2012 FMIC. All rights reserved.
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Fender® CustomShop

ArtistSeries

Shown: Robin Trower Signature Stratocaster® in Midnight Wine Burst

For more information go to fendercustomshop.com

David Gilmour Signature Stratocaster®
David Gilmour and the Fender Custom Shop are extremely proud to release one of the most highly anticipated guitars ever - the David Gilmour Signature
Series Stratocaster®. Gilmour’s famous “Black Strat®” guitar was a cornerstone of the Pink Floyd sound; featured extensively on The Dark Side of the
Moon, Wish You Were Here, Animals, The Wall and his critically acclaimed 2006 solo effort, On an Island. The Fender Custom Shop worked closely with
Gilmour and his longtime guitar technician, Phil Taylor, to create his signature model, a reproduction of the Black Strat complete with its unmistakable
look, sound and feel. Featuring a black nitrocellulose lacquer finish, alder body with black pickguard, one-piece maple neck, custom pickups, and
Gilmour’s own distinctive electronics and shortened vintage tremolo arm, the David Gilmour Signature Series Stratocaster is as beautiful, powerful and
individual as Gilmour’s playing. Additionally, the guitar comes with a custom case, Evidence Audio™ high-end guitar cable, Gilmour’s three-disc Live in
Gdansk CD/DVD package, and a copy of Taylor’s book, The Black Strat.
MSRP
Part #
Description
0150068806
David Gilmour Signature Stratocaster® NOS, Maple Fingerboard, Black
$5,350.00
0150069806
David Gilmour Signature Stratocaster® Relic®, Maple Fingerboard, Black
$6,400.00

Merle Haggard Signature Telecaster®
The Hag’s signature tribute Telecaster® guitar is a modified Telecaster Thinline featuring select alder wings with tone chambers, laminated figured maple
top, maple center block, set-neck with deep-carved heel, Ivoroid pickguard and binding, gold hardware, abalone Tuff-Dog Telecaster headstock inlay,
Texas Special™ Telecaster® pickups and custom four-way switching.
MSRP
Part #
Description
0100402803
Merle Haggard Signature Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, 2-Color Sunburst
$7,500.00

Dick Dale Signature Stratocaster®
The Dick Dale Stratocaster® guitar honors the sound and style of the self-proclaimed King of Surf Guitar, with features including an alder body, specially
shaped maple neck with reverse headstock, rosewood fingerboard, three Custom ’50s pickups with special switching, master volume control and original
synchronized tremolo.
MSRP
Part #
Description
0106100814
Dick Dale Signature Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Chartreuse Sparkle
$4,350.00

Danny Gatton Signature Telecaster®
The Danny Gatton Signature Telecaster® guitar is based on Gatton’s heavily customized ’50s Telecaster. The cubic zirconium side markers will reflect light
even on the darkest stages; other features include a swamp ash body, specially shaped maple neck with 22 frets, dual Bill Lawrence®-designed pickups
based on the original specs of Gatton’s personal instrument, and a special Telecaster® bridge and saddles.
MSRP
Part #
Description
0108700867
Danny Gatton Signature Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Honey Blonde
$5,350.00
0108700879
Danny Gatton Signature Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Frost Gold
$5,350.00
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Albert Collins Signature Telecaster®
The Ice Man’s ’66 Custom Telecaster® guitar is faithfully replicated in the screaming form of the Albert Collins Signature Telecaster. Features include
double-bound swamp ash body, specially shaped maple neck with 21 frets, custom Seymour Duncan® humbucking neck pickup and custom vintagestyle Fender® Telecaster bridge pickup.
MSRP
Part #
Description
0108800821
Albert Collins Signature Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Natural
$5,100.00
Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fendercustomshop.com

The Robert Cray Stratocaster® guitar is a “strong persuader,” providing the sound, sustain and expression Cray is so well known for. Features include an
alder body, lightly figured maple neck, rosewood fingerboard with 21 frets, custom-wound vintage-style Stratocaster pickups, non-tremolo hard-tail bridge
and vintage-style gold hardware.
MSRP
Part #
Description
0109100824
Robert Cray Signature Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Inca Silver
$5,350.00
0109100826
Robert Cray Signature Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Violet
$5,350.00

Rory Gallagher Signature Stratocaster®

Fender® CustomShop

Robert Cray Signature Stratocaster®

Fender Custom Shop designers met Donal Gallagher, brother of late great guitarist Rory Gallagher, in Los Angeles in 1997 and received one of the most
coveted guitars of all time - Gallagher’s heavily worn 1961 Stratocaster® guitar. Fender initially built 40 replicas for European sale, but was subsequently
besieged with requests for more. The Rory Gallagher Tribute Stratocaster guitar is an exact replica of that revered instrument, down to the extremely worn
Three-color Sunburst alder body, maple neck and rosewood fingerboard. It even has five Sperzel® tuners and one Gotoh® tuner, and the 12th-fret dot
marker is white plastic rather than the original clay. It also features three custom-wound ’60s single-coil pickups, aged chrome hardware, 21 jumbo frets
and a bone nut. Our homage to a true and truly missed master.
MSRP
Part #
Description
0150080800
Rory Gallagher Signature Stratocaster® Relic®, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Color Sunburst
$5,100.00

Eric Clapton Signature Stratocaster®
Built to Clapton’s specs, the Custom Shop Eric Clapton Signature Stratocaster® guitar features an alder body, special soft V-shaped maple neck, three
Vintage Noiseless™ pickups, blocked tremolo and Clapton’s signature on the headstock.
MSRP
Part #
Description
0150082806
Eric Clapton Signature Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Black
$4,900.00
0150082850
Eric Clapton Signature Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Mercedes Blue
$4,900.00
0150082873
Eric Clapton Signature Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Midnight Blue
$4,900.00

Jeff Beck Signature Stratocaster®
From his blistering British Invasion beginnings through his amazingly varied solo career and right up to today, Jeff Beck has made the Stratocaster® guitar
an integral part of his signature sound. The Jeff Beck Signature Stratocaster features a thinner C-shaped maple neck with a rosewood fingerboard and
a contoured heel for easier access to the higher registers. Further, it’s “Wired” with dual ceramic Noiseless™ pickups and has a two-point synchronized
tremolo with stainless steel saddles, LSR roller nut, aged knobs and pickup covers, and Beck’s signature on the headstock.
MSRP
Part #
Description
0150083805
Jeff Beck Signature Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Olympic White
$4,450.00
0150083857
Jeff Beck Signature Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Surf Green
$4,450.00

John 5 Signature Telecaster®
With classic Telecaster® guitar styling and cutting-edge modifications, the John 5 HB Telecaster is a modern-day monster. Features include custom threeon-a-side headstock bolted to a black double-bound premium ash body with shaved maple neck and rosewood fingerboard, Fender® USA Enforcer™
humbucking bridge pickup and Fender Custom Shop Twisted Tele® neck pickup with master volume and tone control.
MSRP
Part #
Description
0155000806
John 5 HB Signature Telecaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black
$4,100.00
0155500806
John 5 Bigsby® Signature Telecaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black
$4,300.00

Legendary solo artist and Procol Harum guitarist Robin Trower helped define an era of guitar-riff rock with the first four notes of 1974’s “Bridge of Sighs.”
Trower’s signature Stratocaster® guitar features custom pickups created by Trower and Fender master builder Todd Krause, with a reverse wound/reverse
polarity middle pickup (including a humbucking option in the second and fourth positions). Other features include an alder body, custom C-shaped maple
neck with abalone dot position inlays and narrow spacing, large ’70s-style headstock with ’70s-style decal, synchronized tremolo bridge, bullet truss rod
adjustment nut and four-bolt neck plate.
MSRP
Part #
Description
0155102806
Robin Trower Signature Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Black
$4,000.00
0155102880
Robin Trower Signature Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Arctic White
$4,000.00
0155102888
Robin Trower Signature Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Midnight Wine Burst
$4,000.00

Pino Paladino Signature Precision Bass®
When your resume includes Jeff Beck, The Who, Eric Clapton, Simon & Garfunkel and John Mayer (to name a few), you’re obviously doing something
right! And when your bass is as special as legendary session bassist Pino Palladino’s, it’s no wonder the Custom Shop chose to reproduce his ‘62
Precision Bass. Featuring a light alder body, a C-shape straight grain maple neck with rosewood fingerboard, custom-wound pickup, tortoise shell
pickguard and Thomastik-Infeld® strings - Pino’s signature bass is made to his exacting specifications.
MSRP
Part #
Description
0158200840
Pino Paladino Signature Precision Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Fiesta Red
$5,350.00

Reggie Hamilton Signature Jazz Bass®
The Reggie Hamilton Jazz Bass® guitar has an active/passive switch, 18-volt power supply and pre-shape sound module that allows the treble and bass
center frequency to be shifted. Features include American Series Precision Bass® and Noiseless™ Jazz Bass pickups (four-string model) or custom
reverse-wound American Precision Bass and Noiseless™ Jazz Bass pickups (five-string model). Other features include Hipshot® drop tuners on the E
(four-string) or B (five-string), modified select alder Jazz Bass body, quartersawn maple neck with five-bolt neck plate, sculpted heel and Schaller® locking
strap buttons.
MSRP
Part #
Description
0158400800
Reggie Hamilton Signature Jazz Bass® IV, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Color Sunburst
$4,100.00
0158400806
Reggie Hamilton Signature Jazz Bass® IV, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black
$4,100.00
0158500800
Reggie Hamilton Signature Jazz Bass® V, Pao Ferro Fingerboard, 3-Color Sunburst
$4,300.00
0158500806
Reggie Hamilton Signature Jazz Bass® V, Pao Ferro Fingerboard, Black
$4,300.00

For more information go to fendercustomshop.com

Robin Trower Signature Stratocaster®

The Jaco Pastorius Tribute Jazz Bass® is a faithful re creation of the bass master’s famously distressed sunburst-finish fretless Jazz Bass, and is a result
of meticulous research done in cooperation with his technician. Features include a select alder body, specially shaped maple neck, epoxy-coated fretless
rosewood fingerboard and knurled chrome Precision Bass® control knobs.
MSRP
Part #
Description
0196108800
Jaco Pastorius Tribute Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, 3-Color Sunburst
$5,350.00
Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fendercustomshop.com
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Jaco Pastorius Tribute Jazz Bass®

Fender® CustomShop

TimeMachine
Shown: 1956 Heavy Relic® Stratocaster® in Faded 2-Color Sunburst

1951 NOS Nocaster®
The return of the famous “Nocaster” is marked here by a slightly modified version. The Nocaster was a result of threatened legal action from the Gretsch
company over the use of the name ‘Broadcaster”. Gretsch had a drum set named “Broadkaster” and to avoid the confrontation, Fender simply cut off the
decals so that the only read “Fender”. These prized collectables are some of the rarest Fenders in existance numbered at around 475 total.
Our 2012 version features larger 6105 frets, 9.5 radius, and our newest Twisted Tele pickup set designed by our Master Builders giving this guitar historical
significance, and modern performance.
MSRP
Part #
Description
1510102899
1951 NOS Nocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Nocaster® Blonde
$4,250.00

1951 Relic® Nocaster®
The return of the famous “Nocaster” is marked here by a slightly modified version. The Nocaster was a result of threatened legal action from the Gretsch
company over the use of the name ‘Broadcaster”. Gretsch had a drum set named “Broadkaster” and to avoid the confrontation, Fender simply cut off the
decals so that the only read “Fender”. These prized collectables are some of the rarest Fenders in existance numbered at around 475 total.
Our 2012 version features larger 6105 frets, 9.5 radius, and our newest Twisted Tele pickup set designed by our Master Builders giving this guitar historical
significance, and modern performance.
MSRP
Part #
Description
1510302899
1951 Relic® Nocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Nocaster® Blonde
$4,800.00

1956 Heavy Relic® Stratocaster®
Few things equal the magic of a “beat up Fender® Strat®”, and this is one that truly takes the cake. Availabe for 2012 in only three colors (Faded TwoColor Sunburst, Desert Sand, and Black), this Heavy Relic® Stratocaster® is built for tone, playability, and classic looks. The basic framework is a 1956
Stratocaster, but this version of it comes with custom wiring, our famous Fat 50’s pickups, taller 6105 frets, and a flatter 9.5 radius.
The classic “10/56” neck shape is one of our most popular neckshapes, and the feel and sound of this guitar is something that every Strat player must
experience. The custom wiring enables the player the ability to use the middle tone control on the bridge pickup as well.
MSRP
Part #
Description
1510602806
1956 Heavy Relic ® Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Black
$5,000.00
1510602815
1956 Heavy Relic ® Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Faded 2-Color Sunburst
$5,000.00
1510602889
1956 Heavy Relic ® Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Desert Sand
$5,000.00
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For more information go to fendercustomshop.com

1960 Relic® Stratocaster® with Matching Headstock
At the dawn of the 1960s, the Stratocaster stood poised for a wild new decade full of exciting and innovative new music. Music history beckoned as
never before—sounds would be wrung from the Stratocaster in the ’60s that its designers and its players of the previous decade couldn’t possibly have
dreamed of.
The Custom Shop honors that turn-of-the-decade instrument with the 1960 Relic Stratocaster with Matching Headstock. Features include an alder body
with a Relic (worn) lacquer finish, lightly tinted maple neck with large C shape and matching headstock, rosewood fingerboard with 9.5” radius and 6105
frets, 1960 Stratocaster pickups with five-way switching, three-ply mint green pickguard, vintage-style hardware, wing string tree, brown hard-shell case
and certificate of authenticity. Available in Fiesta Red, Shoreline Gold and Surf Green.
MSRP
Part #
Description
1510900805
1960 Relic® Stratocaster® with Matching Headstock, Rosewood Fingerboard, Olympic White
$4,600.00
1510900854
1960 Relic® Stratocaster® with Matching Headstock, Rosewood Fingerboard, Dakota Red
$4,600.00
1510900872
1960 Relic® Stratocaster® with Matching Headstock, Rosewood Fingerboard, Sonic Blue
$4,600.00

1961 Relic® Telecaster® Custom
Debuted in the early 60’s, the Custom Telecaster® instantly became a classic with it’s double-bound body and striking appearance. The Tele® took on a
more sophisticated look and has always been a much sought after guitar. This version for 2012 combines some of our most requested specs along with
our newest Twisted Tele pickup set designed by our world reknown Master Builders.
Features include our #3 “C” shaped neck with a dark Indian rosewood fingerboard, taller 6105 frets and a 9.5 radius, modern switching, and will be
offered in two colors for 2012 Black and Faded Three-Color Sunburst. The body is hand-selected lightweight Ash.
MSRP
Part #
Description
1510500806
1961 Relic® Telecaster® Custom, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black
$4,950.00
1510500865
1961 Relic® Telecaster® Custom, Rosewood Fingerboard, Faded 3-Color Sunburst
$4,950.00

1961 Closet Classic Jazz Bass®
The Jazz Bass® debuted in 1960 as Fender’s deluxe bass guitar model and quickly became an indispensible instrument for bassists who prized its
slim, fast neck, sleek offset-waist design and full dual-pickup sound. The Custom Shop 1961 Jazz Bass pays tribute to second year release Jazz Bass.
Features include an alder body, quartersawn maple neck with a ‘60s “U” shape, dark Indian rosewood fingerboard with 7.25” radius and vintage frets,
vintage-style Jazz Bass pickups, stacked concentric control knobs, tortoiseshell pickguard, and vintage hardware. The 1961 Jazz Bass is offered in two
colors for 2012 Black and Artic White.
MSRP
Part #
Description
1502110806
1961 Closet Classic Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black
$4,200.00
1502110880
1961 Closet Classic Jazz Bass®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Arctic White
$4,200.00
Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fendercustomshop.com

Fender® CustomShop

ProCollection

Shown: 2012 Closet Classic P Bass® Pro in Olympic White

2012 Closet Classic Telecaster® Pro
The Custom Shop 2012 Closet Classic Telecaster Pro is our latest Prototype sample, with a body fashioned from swamp ash and a distinctive Closet
Classic lacquer finish that imparts the look of a long-lost but newly rediscovered instrument.
This year, we also feature our popular cutaway heel design on the body. Other special features include a quartersawn maple neck with a “10/56” V neck
shape and vintage-style butt-end truss rod adjustment, 22-fret maple or rosewood fingerboard with 9.5” radius and medium Jumbo frets, new Twisted
Tele® pickups with three-way switching and modern wiring with our Greasebucket tone circuit, and vintage hardware.
MSRP
Part #
Description
1501600806
2012 Closet Classic Telecaster® Pro, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black
$4,600.00
1501600854
2012 Closet Classic Telecaster® Pro, Rosewood Fingerboard, Dakota Red
$4,600.00
1501600899
2012 Closet Classic Telecaster® Pro, Rosewood Fingerboard, Nocaster® Blonde
$4,600.00
1501602806
2012 Closet Classic Telecaster® Pro, Maple Fingerboard, Black
$4,600.00
1501602854
2012 Closet Classic Telecaster® Pro, Maple Fingerboard, Dakota Red
$4,600.00
1501602899
2012 Closet Classic Telecaster® Pro, Maple Fingerboard, Nocaster® Blonde
$4,600.00

2012 Closet Classic P Bass® Pro
The Custom Shop 2012 Closet Classic Precision Bass® Pro combines the best of the Precision and Jazz Bass® models into a truly distinctive instrument
with an olympic white lacquer finish and Closet Classic wear treatment, which imparts the look of a long-lost but newly rediscovered instrument.
Features include an alder body, lightly tinted quartersawn maple neck with a 1960s Jazz Bass U shape, rosewood fingerboard with 10” radius and 20
medium jumbo frets, Jazz Bass pickup in the 1970s Precision Bass position, three-ply tortoiseshell pickguard, Badass™ bridge, vintage-style paddle
tuners.
MSRP
Part #
Description
0157410805
2012 Closet Classic P Bass® Pro, Rosewood Fingerboard, Olympic White
$4,450.00
Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fendercustomshop.com
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The Custom Shop 2012 Closet Classic Stratocaster Pro is a great guitar, with a swamp ash body and a distinctive Closet Classic lacquer finish that
imparts the look of a long-lost but newly rediscovered instrument. For 2012, we have added a cutaway heel for easy access to the upper frets. Other
special features include a quartersawn maple neck with our #3 C shape and vintage-style butt-end truss rod adjustment, round-laminated 22-fret maple
or rosewood fingerboard with 9.5” radius and 6100 frets, Abby Red Hot pickups with 5-way switching and modern middle/bridge tone control. Available in
black, Dakota Red, and faded two-tone sunburst.
MSRP
Part #
Description
1501510806
2012 Closet Classic Stratocaster® Pro, Rosewood Fingerboard, Black
$4,600.00
1501510815
2012 Closet Classic Stratocaster® Pro, Rosewood Fingerboard, Faded 2-Color Sunburst
$4,600.00
1501510854
2012 Closet Classic Stratocaster® Pro, Rosewood Fingerboard, Dakota Red
$4,600.00
1501512806
2012 Closet Classic Stratocaster® Pro, Maple Fingerboard, Black
$4,600.00
1501512815
2012 Closet Classic Stratocaster® Pro, Maple Fingerboard, Faded 2-Color Sunburst
$4,600.00
1501512854
2012 Closet Classic Stratocaster® Pro, Maple Fingerboard, Dakota Red
$4,600.00

For more information go to fendercustomshop.com

2012 Closet Classic Stratocaster® Pro

Fender® CustomShop
For more information go to fendercustomshop.com
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CustomDeluxe

Shown: 2012 Custom Deluxe Telecaster® in Candy Red

2012 Custom Deluxe Stratocaster®
The Custom Shop 2012 Custom Deluxe Stratocaster is exactly that—a deluxe Stratocaster model with custom features that combine the best of old and
new, and some of our most exotic woods to boot! Features include a lightweight ash body / AAA quilted maple top with access heel and thin urethane
finish, satin-finished AA flame maple neck with Large C shape, 22-fret maple or rosewood fingerboard with 9.5” radius and 6105 frets, Abby hand-wound
pickups, 5-way switching with our modern wiring, and Elite tuners.
MSRP
Part #
Description
1509950851
2012 Custom Deluxe Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Faded Honey Burst
$3,750.00
1509950864
2012 Custom Deluxe Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Candy Red
$3,750.00
1509950874
2012 Custom Deluxe Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Faded Cherry Burst
$3,750.00
1509952851
2012 Custom Deluxe Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Faded Honey Burst
$3,750.00
1509952864
2012 Custom Deluxe Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Candy Red
$3,750.00
1509952874
2012 Custom Deluxe Stratocaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Faded Cherry Burst
$3,750.00

2012 Custom Deluxe Telecaster®
The Custom Shop 2012 Custom Deluxe Telecaster is exactly that—a deluxe Telecaster model with custom features that combine the best of old and
new, and 2012 brings new colors and exotic woods! Features include a lightweight ash body / AAA Quilted Maple top with access heel and thin urethane
finish, satin-finished AA flame maple neck with our large “C” shape, 22-fret maple or rosewood fingerboard with 9.5” radius and 6105 frets, Twisted
Tele® neck and bridge pickups, 3-way switching with modern Telecaster wiring with Greasebucket™ tone control circuit, custom bridge, and staggered
machine heads.
MSRP
Part #
Description
1509850851
2012 Custom Deluxe Telecaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Faded Honey Burst
$4,200.00
1509850864
2012 Custom Deluxe Telecaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Candy Red
$4,200.00
1509850874
2012 Custom Deluxe Telecaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Faded Cherry Burst
$4,200.00
1509852851
2012 Custom Deluxe Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Faded Honey Burst
$4,200.00
1509852864
2012 Custom Deluxe Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Candy Red
$4,200.00
1509852874
2012 Custom Deluxe Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Faded Cherry Burst
$4,200.00
Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fendercustomshop.com

Fender® CustomShop

LimitedEdition

Shown: Limited Heavy Relic® Jazzmaster® in Faded Sonic Blue

Limited Relic® Three Pickup La Cabronita
The Cabronita family continues to expand and pokes its finger in traditional Fender designs with its aggressive styling, player-centric features and totally
unique tone. Sought out by artist like John Mayer, Keith Urban and Owl City, these instruments continue to push the envelope of tone, and this Limited
Edition is no exception. Three T.V. Jones pickups and a very unique and usable wiring circuit add to the intensity of the La Cabronita heritage. a special
blend pot for the middle pickup lets the player control every aspect of pickup selection making this version the most versatile of all the Cabro family.
MSRP
Part #
Description
1510007806
Limited Relic® Three Pickup La Cabronita, Maple Fingerboard, Black
$5,200.00

Limited Closet Classic 1965 Stratocaster®
Fender has always introduced classic features to its core models. The 1965 Stratocaster was no exception, and this Limited Edition tops off the iconic
‘65 Strat with a bound fingerboard. Offered as a special order and only for a very limited time, these original Stratocasters bring high dollar on the vintage
market. Our 2012 version also feature our rare “Abby Red Hot” pickups and our special moderns Strat wiring enabling the user access to the middle
pickup tone circuit with the bridge pickup. This allows the player to cut the higher end off the rear pickup.
MSRP
Part #
Description
9235000047
Limited Closet Classic 1965 Stratocaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Lake Placid Blue
$5,600.00

Limited Heavy Relic® Jazzmaster®
The Jazzmaster continues to be one of the most iconic Fender designs, and this Limited Edition brings many of the sought after features of the
Jazzmaster into one stunning instrument. The Sonic Blue finish and gold anodized pickguard are reminders of Fender’s 60 as surf legacy, but we throw in
a 9.5 radius and taller 6105 frets to make this vintage styled classic into a modified player with features designed to allow the user better string bending
and control. The maple neck is riff-cut and features a round-lam rosewood fingerboard.
MSRP
Part #
Description
9235000072
Limited Heavy Relic® Jazzmaster®, Rosewood Fingerboard, Faded Sonic Blue
$7,000.00

Limited Relic® Pinstripe Esquire®
This Limited Esquire is one of the coolest Esquires we have ever made the Fender Custom Shop. The Esquire has and will always remain the nononsense tone machine that players like Billy F Gibbons, Bruce Springsteen and Paul McCartney turn to. Even the epic rock track “Born To Be Wild”
was recorded using an Esquire. This 2012 version dos not disappoint. AA Birdseye Maple is used for the Custom “C” shaped neck. Hand-selected
Lightweight Ash is used for the body and the wiring includes a unique capacitor/resistor network to give the player three very usable tones. Famed
pinstriper Dennis Ricklives will custom stripe each one as well.
MSRP
Part #
Description
9235000073
Limited Relic® Pinstripe Esquire®, Maple Fingerboard, White Blonde
$5,600.00
Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fendercustomshop.com
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The Custom Deluxe series of instruments continues to be our platform to feature some of our most rare and exotic woods. AA Birdseye Maple is used
for the neck and we use hand-selected quilted maple for the top. The body is made of Ash and the 2012 Limited Edition features a bent top at the arm
contour. The pickups are another unique feature for this year with a T.V. Jones Filtertron in a special bridge and our popular Twisted Tele neck pickup. A
large “C” Shaped round-lam neck makes this instrument not only beautiful to look at but also a dream to play.
MSRP
Part #
Description
1510009811
Limited Bent Top Telecaster®, Maple Fingerboard, Honey Burst
$6,500.00

For more information go to fendercustomshop.com

Limited Bent Top Telecaster®

Fender® CustomShop
For more information go to fendercustomshop.com
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Shown: 2012 Custom Deluxe Telecaster® and 2012 Custom Deluxe Stratocaster® in Faded Honey Burst
Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fendercustomshop.com
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For more information go to fendercustomshop.com
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Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. For more information go to fendercustomshop.com

Shown: 1961 Closet Classic Jazz Bass® in Black

Catalog Part Number: 9921040210

